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Abstract
A 3-D volume radiator such as laser-produced plasma (LPP) plumes is observed in the
forin of a 2-D projection of its radiative structure. The traditional approach to 3-D
structure reconstruction relies on multiple projections but is not suitable as a general
method for unsteady radiating objects. We have developed a general method for 3-D
structure reconstruction for LPP plumes in stages of increasing complexity. We have
chosen neutral gas-confined LPP plumes from an aluminum target immersed in high-
density argon because the plasma experiences Rayleigh-Taylor instability. We make use
of two time-resolved, mtually orthogonal side views of a LPP plume and a front-view
snapshot. No symmetry assumptions are needed. Two scaling relations are invoked that
connects the plasma temperature and pressure to local specific intensity at selected
wavelength(s). Two mutually-orthogonal lateral luminosity views of the plume at each
known distance from the target surface are compared with those computed from the trial
specific intensity profiles and the scaling relations. The luminosity error signals are
minimized to find the structure. The front-view snapshot is used to select the initial trial
profile and as a weighting function for allocation of the error signal into corrections for
specific intensities from the plasma cells along the line of sight. Full Saha equilibrium
for multiple stages of ionization is treated, together with the self-absorption, in the
computation of the luminosity. We show the necessary optics for determination of local
electric fields through polarization-resolved imaging.

1. Introduction
A 3-D volume radiator such as laser-produced plasma (LPP) plumes is observed in the

form of a 2-D projection of its radiative structure. The traditional approach to 3-D structure
reconstruction relics on multiple 2-D projections [I but is not suitable as a general method for
structure analysis of unsteady volume radiators. A dramatic example of such nsteady radiators
is a LPP plume confined in a dense neutral gas. The interface between the neutral gas and the
LPP plume can become Raylcigh-Taylor unstable when the mass density disparity between the
two media reaches a threshold condition at higher neutral gas densities. The consequences are
irregular growths of the plume over tme with the attendant loss of shot-to-shot reproducibility
and the development of local electric fields due to resultant charge separation within the plasma
Plume.

There are two goals in tis investigation. The first goal is to dernonstrate the practicality
and robustness of a newly developed algorithm for reconstruction of the 3-D structure of an
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arbitrary LPP plume as a general method. Here, the structure is given in terms of the local
specific emission intensity as radiated from individual plasma elements. The second is to map
out the local electric fields by further resolving the state of polarization of the local plasma
emissions.

Our approach to the goals follows the strategy of incorporating into the analysis
increasing complexity in stages: a) axisymmetric LPP plumes with self-absorption; 2] b) non-
symmetric but non-self absorbing LPP plurnes; 3] and c) non-symmetric self-absorbing LPP
plumes. We have now focussed on neutral gas-confined LPP plumes from an aluminum target
immersed in high-density argon. This is because as the argon density is increased the aluminum
LPP plume to argon interface becomes unstable due to emergent Rayleigh-Taylor instability.
The resulting plasma plume evolves into a complex volume radiator, and this serves our interest
in 3-D volume radiators of arbitrary structure as the majority of naturally occurring plasmas is.
Such plasmas accommodate the goal of formulating a general method for determining the
distribution of local electric fields as well.

2. Imaging by Luminosity Streaks
We present two scenarios of LPP plumes, one generated in vacuum and another confined

in a dense neutral gas medium. These two cases are similar in that there exists significant self-
absorption of plasma emissions in either type of plasma plumes. But they are different in that in
the presence of confinement by a dense neutral gas the advancing interface of the plume suffers
Rayleigh-Taylor instability, and the plasma loses its axial symmetry. We will first describe the
procedure for structure reconstruction for axially symmetric LPP plumes, and then address the
general case of LPP plumes without any simplifying symmetry properties.

A. Axisymmetric self-absorbing LPP plumes
Our approach for the structure reconstruction is built on two time-resolved, mutually

orthogonal side views of a LPP plume and a front-view snapshot at an early moment. In one
implementation, multiple sets of mutually orthogonal, lateral-view luminosity streaks are
acquired, each set taken at different distances from the target surface. The front-view snapshot
of the LPP plume is also taken once shortly after the onset of the LPP plume. No symmetry
assumptions are needed for the full algorithm but we illustrate the important issues at hand by
first considering the case of axisymmetric LPP plume. Figure I shows a breakdown of the
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Figure 1. Coaxial shell scheme for an axisyrnmetric
plasma plume for the calculation of plasma luminosity.

plume into N radial shells of uniform spacing about its axis of symmetry at constant thickness.
This shell is imaged along the x-axis as a function of distance along te y-axis, where the axis of
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symmetry lies along the z-axis. For the outermost N h shell, the measured luminosity, LN, is a
result of emissions from a plasma element of path length 11. For this case, we are able to write
out the luminosity in terms of the specific emission intensity of the plasma, IN, and the plasma
absorption coefficient, kN, according to the solution of the equation of radiative transfer: 4]

L' = IN (I - e
k1V

The measured luminosity at the next pixel of the imaging detector contains contributions from
three different plasma elements along the line of sight. Starting from the leftmost end of the line
of sight, the luminosity emerging from the plasma element of path length 13 must suffer
attenuation in two other plasma elements to the right, one with path length 2 and the other with
path length 13. Notice that the absorption properties of the leftmost and righti-nost elements are
the same. The center element has its own specific intensity IN-, and absorption coefficient kN.1,

and its luminosity suffers attenuation by the rightmost element before reaching the luminosity
detector. Finally, the contribution from the rightmost element completes the luminosity, LN-1-

The full expression for the luminosity is given in eq. 2) below:

-k,-,I, )(I - -k"I) 
IN e-"" e - e-A"1 ) + e-A-11' e-"' ) + I'v e
kN kN-1 kN

(2)

The significant aspect of this line of development is that each succeeding luminosity
expression contains as unknown only one sell's specific intensity and absorption coefficient; the
rest have been determined from the luminosity relations of all preceding shells. The path lengths
for successive plasma elements are found from the geometry of the shell scheme. Once all
specific intensity values are found, we have reconstructed the full structure of the plasma, which
is axially symmetric in this illustration. The large question is then: how does one find the self-
absorption coefficient in each succeeding new plasma segment? We resolve the question by
invoking two scaling relations, one which connects the local plasma temperature to the specific
intensity and the other which ties the plasma pressure to the specific ntensity:

T = CT Ia (3)

P=C Pla+fl (4)

Here we have made use of te fact that the luminosity spectrum is a continuum for a dense LPP
plume from an aluminum target at early times, and the specific emission intensity also has a
continuumspectrum. Thescalingexponentsaand,8andthescalingcolistantsCTandC,,are
undeten-nined constants, which can be determined after full structure reconstruction has been
completed. We will return to this point later.

Eq. (1) may now be solved self consistently to find 4v. We begin by choosing a set of
values for a, fl, CT and Cp, and guessing a value for I, which assigns values for T and p. It is
noted here that the plasma of interest here has high densities such that the mean collision time is
of the order of IO fs while the plasma evolves over nanosecond time scale. This means that the
plasma is in a state of local termal equilibrium and the populations of different species are
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specified by Saha equations. 4] There are altogether 13 stages of ionization for aluminum, and
the respective Saha equations may be written out by using the electron pressure, p, as follows:

a, (I -a,)_ 2kT(2YrmkT)"' (q.),.

O a,) ph3 (q.).e

(5)
a,, _ 2kT(2YrmkT)"' (q,)IR3.

(1-al) P,,h3 (q. )All 2.

where for the first stage of ionization, for example,

_R lr (6)
(q,)OAI,. = EM

1-0

(Z + I)e2
Alp =

PD

Here al, aj, ... aI3 are the degrees of ion zation for the thirteen stages of ionization, respectively.
(qdAli+ denotes the single-particle canonical partition function of an A ion for electronic degrees
of freedom, and d',4,i, denotes its value evaluated with the zero of the energy fixed at the
ground state of the ih ion of aluminum. IP,41 is the ionization potential of the neutral aluminum
atom which is corrected for its lowering of the continuum edge, AIP, due to merging of the
bound states by the Stark effect. p, is te plasma Debye length, and Z is the charge number of
the ion in question. m,, k and h are the electron mass, Boltzmann constant and Planck's constant,
respectively.

The Saha equations are solved self consistently by using the electron pressure, P., as a
floating parameter, knowing that p, is related to the plasma pressure, p by

Z
P, P- (7)(I )

Here the mean charge number is determined from the degrees of ionization as follows:

Z=a, +aa2+ aaa - aa2a3 ... a,2a,, (8)

We start with a trial value for p,, set AIP to zero and solve for xis. Then we calculate p, using
the solutions of the Saha equations, and it is compared with the trial value forp'. This is
continued ntil the initial and final values of p, are brought to agreement within a preset error
range.

The self-absorption coefficient is then calculated from the imaginary part of the plasma
index of refraction: [5]

1/2
alp2)2 ( V�, a 20) I

n' � T2 0 I + L)� I0) 0)2 I, 0)2+ ""i2(9)
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where

z7r312e4 I )

V'i In(A)
(kT) 31 2m, 112 25 2Az)

kTPD
r(Z) . Zn' In ��e2

kT

A and op are te Coulomb length and plasma frequency, respectively. The absorption coefficient
at frequency is given by k = ni co1c. c is the speed of light in a vacuum.

We can now return to eq. (1) and solve for 4v and then to eq. 2) to solve for IN-1, and so
on, When the structure reconstruction has been carried out for all other sections of the plasma,
we obtain the entire plasma structure in terms of the specific emission intensity. The structure in

terms of plasma pressure and temperature follows according to eqs. 3) and 4). This makes it

possible to compute the total mass and energy contained in the plasma plume and the attenuation

of an external beam transmitted through the plasma, all at a given time. Once the process has

been carried out for all times, we can find the plasma mass as a function of time. When the

masses are all added together, we have at hand the total mass ablated from the target surface.

The total energy within the plasma can be similarly calculated. The energy in the plasma can be

added up. When the radiative losses and the energy expended in heating, melting and

evaporation of the ablated matter are combined, we have the total energy in the laser pulse which

has been actually coupled into generating the LPP plume. This is now ready to be compared

with the measured energy. It is also possible to compute the attenuation coefficient of the LPP

plume for an external beam of light that is transmitted through the plasma; this beam attenuation

coefficient is also measurable.

A composite error can be constructed by comparing the measurements with calculations

for each set of selected values for a, 8, CT and Cp. Minimization of the composite error

constitutes not only a calibration of the luminosity detectors but also an assignment of the

absolute values for the scaling exponents, a and A and scaling constants, CT and C A

demonstration of the structure reconstruction algorithm has been carried out for a LPP plume of

aluminum generated in a vacuum. 2]

B. Non-symmetric self absorbing LPP plumes
For LPP plumes that lack axial symmetry, reconstruction of the structure of a 2-D section

of the plume remains a 2-D problem. An x-y section of the plume contains N 2pixels whose

specific intensities need to be found, whereas two mutually-orthogonal, time-resolved lateral-

view luminosity images of the section provides only 2 N luminosity values. These are not

sufficient to find a unique solution for te cross-sectional structure of the plume. To facilitate

the search for a unique structure, we have incorporated a front-view snapshot along the laser

beam axis of the plume at an early instant. Notice that the plume grows out of the target surface

as a result of the interaction of the laser pulse with the surface. This adds N2new constraints to

the problem at one early instant of time. A breakdown of the luminosity field in relationship to

the plasma structure is given in Fig. 2 The front-view snapshot at time t, is shown in the fon of

constant luminosity contours. Each luminosity value is indicated decomposed into its s- and p-

polarization components. For the moment, we ignore the polarization aspect of the problem; the
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sum of the two polarization-resolved components gives the full luminosity along the line of
sight, terminating at one detector pixel.

Top Lateral-View Luminosity
L,.p,,(j;zt) & L,.pp(j;Z't)

41

32

We ting
Fu on
W( MO)

Figure 2 A scheme for plasma cells of an asymmetric LPP plume is shown for the
calculation of plasma luminosity. Polarization-resolved lateral-view luminosity images are
shown for both s- and p-polarization. Contributions from the plasma cells along a line of
sight (broken line) define te luminosity recorded at a detector position (filled circle) at time
t. The contour plots indicate te weight function formulated using a front-view snapshot.

In Fig. 3 we demonstrate the effect of self-absorption on luminosity and the degree to
which the confinement of the UP plume by argon at high density modifies the evolution of the

LPP plume. The total lateral-view luminosity is shown for each of the two lateral-view

directions as a function of time. In the absence of self-absorption, the two displays of total

luminosity must coincide. A set of two runs is shown for each of two neutral argon pressures,

one atm and 50 atm. They clearly demonstrate the existence of self-absorption; the total

luminosity plots along two mutually orthogonal directions deviate from each other as the plume

heats up. The discrepancy grows larger as the plume is confined more tightly at increasing

neutral gas density. In addition, as the neutral gas density is increased, the discrepancy becomes

increasingly less reproducible from a run to the next, as manifestations of Rayleigh-Taylor

instability.

The structure reconstniction starts by proposing a tial 2-D distribution of specific

emission intensity, (ij, t),, for a section of the plume at a given distance in z from the

aluminum target. The luminosity is calculated along a given line of sight, such as the one shown

by a broken line in Fig. 2 The plasma pressure and temperature are obtained for each of the

cells along the line of sight by using the scaling relations of eqs. 3) and 4). Equilibrium Saha

calculations are carried out, and a temporary value of the luminosity, lempL,,p(i, or tempLjdY,

t), is calculated. Comparison with te measured luminosity for the same line of sight generates

an error signal. It is here that we make use of the front-view snapshot in deciding how to

allocate the luminosity error into corrections to the specific intensities in the cells along te line

of sight. The weighting function is obtained by setting the global sum of the pixel values of the

front-view image to unity. To find the fractions of the luminosity error to be assigned to

individual line-of-sight cells, the values of te weighting function along the given line of sight is
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first normalized. The product of the luminosity error and the value of the line-of-sight
normalized weighting function for the cell give the correction to the luminosity emerging from a

Aluminum in Argon Aluminum in Argon
�I atm- Run #1 �I atm -Run 2

Side Lateral- View

View
Z!

CdZ!

Aluminum in Argon Aluminum in Argon
�50 atm - Run 1 �50 atm. - Run 2

Top Lateral- View

CZ Side Lateral-

0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0
Time, ps Time, s

Figure 3 The total luminosity versus time plots from two mutually-orthogonal lateral-view
streaks are shown for two different sets of LPP runs: a pair of runs from an aluminum target
in I atm argon and another pair in 50 atm argon. These show direction dependence,
indicative of significant self-absorption, and demonstrate a loss of shot-to-shot
reproducibility due to intensifying Rayleigh-Taylor instability at higher neutral gas density.

plasma cell. The correction to the specific intensity of each plasma cell is found by solving
eq. (1), which is written out for the luminosity correction for the cell. The corrected specific
intensity for cell at position (i, j) is obtained when the intensity, pl,,,,,. (i, j, t), is corrected twice,
once each for the two intersecting lines of sight:

kQ, j)
0, j, O 0, j, t) 0 -k(Q)A1 .[temP4,,,Qt) 4p(,t)IW2('IjIt) (12)(1-e

k(i, j) (13)
o' j, t) j, t) -O e- ) ltenrl�ide(jlt) (jlt)]W (" i1t)

Here, tempL,,p (i, t) and Lt,,p (i, t) denote the calculated luminosity and the measured luminosity
along the y-axis line of sight at i, respectively. Similarly, tempLqd, U, t) and id, , t) are those
along the x-axis line of sight atj, respectively. W2(i, j, t) denotes the weighting function that has
bee normalized along the y-axis line of sight, whereas WI(ij, t) is the one normalized along
the x-axis line of sight. Al denotes the distance between the cells. Notice that the plasma
absorption coefficient of the cell must be found by solving the Saha equations self consistently.
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Th lminosity is calculated 1rom t fll OJ dtribution foi- ll i nd values ad

compared wth the measured ILInnnosity values to fd te rror signal.

The pocess is continued until [lie error sgnal is nifflin-ilzed Tis Cnclude te structure

reconstruction t tme /. The luminosity dta are tidied nice the StRICILlre reCOI1SlIUCtIO Is

advanced to te next time tep I I 1/, using the specific intensity distribution 1111(,111c, (ij, i), both

as the ew weighting function Cited te initial trial dstribution. Figure 4 sows a econstructed

Structure f a LPP plume font -,i ainlintir trget in Jargon at 20 atrn t te laboratory tme ol'

355 ris fom the start of'the laser Pulse.

Figure 4 The rconsLrUCtCCl structure is shown or a section of the LIT plume, 0.5

111111 ti-0111 the SlArfaCC ofan aLiFninUill target i 20 trial argon, at 355 ns from te

Start fflie laser UISC. The StRICtUre is epresented i terms ofspecific plasma

emissio itensity as a unction ofcross-sectional ositio gven in detector pixels.

Each detector ixel corresponds to 60.4 �011 SCILIlle ill laboratory.

3. Lateral-View Imaging at Multiple Times

The discussions i te preceding section apply to plasma structure reconstruction based

on full lateral-view Images, instead ofthe uminosity seaths. Two initially othogonal lateral-

view images of a LPP IU111C may be taken at dscret tme intervals. An imaging detector is

needed to capture a set oHateral-view images at each selected tme interval. 11-polarization-

resolved imaging is desired te number of'detectors n-iay have to be oubled in numbers Figure

sows te otical arangement Sitable for polarization esolved imaging. 'file setup for

capturing oe ofthe needed two latcral-vicw images is sown. To round Out te completeness of

the 1.1111111OSity Cl�lt,'I, �1 Imilt-view sllLlp"�H(A ol thu LCV 01,11lic Muji, b t�ikcjj t aii cai'ly omen oi
the h_II11C'S evolution.

The local 1,,-fic]d is dduced from the measured Iegi-ee qlpokirizwion. For a electric

dipole i a E-field, the mea dpole oment is gven by

M > E I d 1, (J) 4)

wher te Langevin function Is credited by

L y) coth () 1 5)
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Here = d E / kBT, and a,, denotes atomic polarizability. 6]
There are three major considerations for including of the distribution of local electric

field in the program of plasma structure determination. First, notice that the degree of
polarization for an emission line must be local, whereas the imaging gives the line-of-sight
average degree of polarization, i.e., the degree of polarization for the luminosity. To find the
degree of polarization for a local emission line within the plasma, the structure reconstruction
needs to be carried out for the two specific intensity components of polarization in such a way
that the scaling relations of eqs. 3) and 4) are satisfied for the total specific intensity. Second,
we remind that the program for electric field deten-nination relies on imaging by line emissions,
not continuum emissions. The question is whether the scaling relations are appropriate for line
emissions. We believe that the power-law scaling relations are good approximations, but it is
useful to make a critical comparison with an alternative one based on an explicit expression for
the specific emission intensity of an eission line. Third, it is necessary to rewrite the

Beam Reflector
S I' Gated

Intensified
2-13 Array
Detector

imaging Pass
Lens Filter Reflector Polarizers

LPP Plume

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the optical setup for capturing polarization- and
wavelength-resolved lateral-view iages of a LPP plume at a selected time from the start
of a laser pulse. A second identical setup is needed to capture another set of lateral-view
images in a direction prpendicular to the first at the same time. Here, the image is first
split into two images, and the two images are captured by a single gated, intensified 2-D
array detector through two separate polarizers of mutually orthogonal polarization.

expression for the self absorption coefficient of the plasma with one for an emission line,
consisting of the number density in the upper level of the transition, atomic transition probability,
emission line profile function and the photon energy of the emission line. 4]

We have examined the feasibility of polarization-resolved imaging of a UP plume from
an aluminum target in low-pressure argon. Two polarization-resolved front-view images of the
plume are captured using a single gated intensified CCD array detector, and a 2-1) distribution of
the degree of polarization has been successfully constructed for the plasma luminosity. 7]
According to the general approach in our development, the luminosity polarization must now be
inverted to the distribution of the polarization of specific line emissions.

4. Conclusions
We have shown that in the event of carge separation due to internal fluctuations, it is in

principle possible to unfold 3-1) distribution of resultant local electric fields by acquiring
mutually orthogonal, polarization- and wavelength-resolved images of the UP pume. Each of
the key components of the requisite instrumentation has been investigated for simultaneous
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determination of both the structure and 3-D electric field distribution, which comprise
polarization spectroscopic imaging of the LPP plume from three mutually orthogonal directions.
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